Sub-national and Municipal Policies Laws and Regulations

Full Description

Canada, Quebec

- Laws and Regulations Relating to Municipal PPPs
- PPP Guide for Municipalities - Quebec (French)

Cote D’Ivoire

- Laws and Regulations Relating to Municipal PPPs

France

- Laws and Regulations Relating to Municipal PPPs

India

- State PPP Policies for a Number of States

Mexico

- Laws and Regulations relating to Municipal PPPs

South Africa

- Various Laws and Regulations that Comprise Framework for Municipal PPPs

United States of America

- Summary of 33 states that have enabling legislation for PPP for transport (many examples are not transport specific).

- Public-Private Partnerships for Transportation - a Toolkit for Legislators developed by the National Conference of State Legislators (2010 with updates from 2014 and 2015) - includes links to PPP enabling legislation in the transport sector in different states of the United States.
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